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Abstract
As an individual algorithm rarely outperforms all kinds of optimization problems, algorithm portfolios are proposed to
combine algorithms and take advantage of their strengths which fits well the prevalent theme of memetic computing. When
there are many algorithms to choose from, the possibilities of algorithm combinations are numerous. Therefore, composing
an algorithm portfolio which performs well for a given problem class is essential. In this paper, based on a problem set
drawn from any unknown problem class according to an unknown probability distribution, we propose a general method to
automatically accomplish portfolio construction. The problem set is used as training data for our method to learn an algorithm
portfolio suitable for solving the underlying problem class. To construct the portfolio, algorithms are chosen and added one
by one. We first find the best-performing algorithm based on its average rank of solving the training problem set. Its most
complementary algorithm is then selected by applying the Pearson correlation coefficient of fitness values at the first hitting
time. The method iterates to compose the portfolio with more and more algorithms until there is no more improvement.
The experimental results indicate the effectiveness of this approach to select well-cooperated algorithms, and the composed
portfolio is shown to have the best rank compared to individual algorithms, elite portfolios and comparison algorithms.

Keywords Algorithm portfolio composition · Algorithm selection · Black box optimization problem

1 Introduction

Numerous algorithms are proposed to solve numerical opti-
mization problems in recent decades. Evolutionary Algo-
rithms (EA) is a class of stochastic optimization techniques
that have shown their ability to solve various optimization
problems. Typical EAs, for example Artificial Bee Colony
algorithm (ABC) [1], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
[2] and Differential Evolution (DE) [3], are inspired by bio-
logical operations in nature. Besides, there are other effective
algorithms to solve optimization problems, such as Covari-
ance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [4]
and Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) method
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[5]. Experiments show that they have competitive abilities
in solving various classes of numerical optimization prob-
lems.

The No Free Lunch (NFL) theorems [6] reveal that for a
problem set with all possible functions, there is no so-called
the best algorithm. Empirical studies, however, show that
NFL theorems unlikely hold in real-world binary problems
[7]. Therefore, given a real-world problem class, it is reason-
able to expect that some algorithms can perform better than
some others on average. To select suitable algorithms, one
may sample the problem class to obtain a training problem set
for learning [8]. This is to exploit the correlation relationship
between instances within the same problem class.

As an individual algorithm may perform well on some
instances of a problem class but poorly on some others of
the same class, it is natural to compose an algorithm portfo-
lio which contains algorithms that are complementary with
each other. How much budget are allocated to each individ-
ual algorithm within the portfolio can be determined online
when a problem instance is at hand.

Some previous works have shown that the multiple coop-
erative algorithms in the portfolio are better than a single
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algorithm [9,10]. Typical portfolio approaches are classified
into no information exchange methods [11,12] and informa-
tion exchange methods [13–16]. For example, studies of [15]
investigates different parallelization models of algorithms
portfolios to reduce computational resources with a given
problem portfolio of ABC, DE and PSO. Lifecycle coevo-
lution framework proposed in [16] integrates the candidates
of all algorithms to efficiently eliminate bad swarms. These
methods use different strategies to combine algorithms to
search the function landscape. Experimental results in [11–
16] confirm that a portfolio outperforms single individual
algorithms in solving the problem sets with multiple func-
tions. Some surveys on algorithm selection and algorithm
portfolio can be found in [17–19].

In this paper, a novel algorithm portfolio construction
method based on a given training problem set is introduced,
and MultiEA is applied to allocate budget to the algorithms
in the portfolio. The new approach can be flexibly used to
any problem class with an unknown probability distribution,
as long as the problem instances are drawn from the class
in an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) man-
ner. In other words, for experimental studies, the problem
instances can be selected from any benchmarks without their
explicit knowledge.Note that the relaxed requirement offers a
genericmethod to compose an algorithmportfolio for diverse
problem sets, filling the gap that existing methods [20–22]
can only compose portfolios for fixed problem sets with uni-
formly sampled functions. To determine the complementary
algorithms, the Pearson correlation coefficient of fitness val-
ues is utilized to solve by algorithms. It is better than the
covariance approach in [21], as the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient normalizes the variance of the two random variables
to lie between [− 1, 1]. Thus, it removes the bias due to the
variances. In order to find their correlation relationship as
soon as they start to converge (assume two algorithms find
the same optimal fitness valuewith different computing time;
they perform identically if the total computational budget is
large enough), their fitness values at a specific iteration called
the first hitting time [23].

Our method is tested under three scenarios in experi-
ments and apply the composed portfolio with MultiEA with
a limited evaluation budget. In the first two experiments, the
approach with uniformly and non-uniformly sampled prob-
lems from BBOB is tested. In the last experiment, test with
equation-less problems from theMSG landscape generator is
conducted. The experimental results show that our approach
performs well in finding complementary algorithms and
composing the portfolios. A preliminary version of this paper
has appeared in [24]. In this paper, the following improve-
ments is made:

1. (Algorithm Design) In our preliminary design in [24],
the fitness values obtained at the end of the evaluation

budget are used to find complementary algorithms. Now
it is replaced by the fitness values at the first hitting time,
which avoids the problem that many algorithms find the
same fitness valuewhen the evaluation budget is too large.

2. (Assessment Methodology) The CEC 2013 benchmark
[25], which has only 28 fixed functions, are used in
[24] for initial evaluation of the performance of our pro-
posed method. In this version, BBOB suite is adopted,
which includes 24 parameterized functions, each ofwhich
is a problem class that can generate plenty of prob-
lem instances by random rotations and translations. This
allows us to separate the training problem instances from
the testing problem instances. The training instances are
used to construct the algorithm portfolio while the test-
ing instances are used to assess the performance of our
constructed portfolio.

3. (Portfolio Benchmark) Our proposed portfolio method in
[24] was shown to outperform the use of single algo-
rithms. In this version, a state-of-the-art portfolio method
that does not require information exchange between
constituent algorithms called Auto-Selection Mechanism
(ASM) [26] is adopted as a benchmark for comparison.
Another benchmark is the elite algorithm portfolio, which
is formed by the best-performing algorithms. The superi-
ority of our approach is demonstrated by statistical tests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related
works of MultiEA and Pearson correlation coefficient are
discussed in Sect. 2. Our new algorithm portfolio construc-
tion method is introduced in Sect. 3. Experiments and results
are reported in Sect. 4. The discussion and conclusion of this
paper are in Sect. 5. The last section is about future works.

2 RelatedWorks

2.1 Related studies of portfolio construction

Some existing approaches are proposed to automatically
select algorithms and construct suitable portfolios to solve
black-box optimization problem sets. The conclusions in
[27,28] state some basic rules of algorithm portfolio com-
position. The work of [27] finds that the essence of con-
structing an algorithm portfolio is to choose algorithms with
diversity. The results from [28] show that complementary
algorithm combinations are more likely to improve overall
performance. The approaches of [20–22,26] illustrate some
practical schemes toguidehow to compose an algorithmport-
folio for a given continuous optimization problem set. Based
on the position that single algorithms have a rare chance to
handle all kinds of problems, single algorithms have a high
risk to performon the problem sets badly. Therefore, a portfo-
lio construction method is introduced by choosing algorithm
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combinations withminimal risk [20]. Themethod introduces
Estimated Performance Matrix (EPM), which is obtained by
running individual algorithm j on each of the n problems
r times, to formulate the probability that a single algorithm
performs well on a problem class. The risk that the portfo-
lio fails to win the individual algorithms is estimated by the
probability calculated fromEPM. It enumerates all algorithm
combinations and chooses the least risky combination as the
selected algorithm portfolio. Since the EPM based portfo-
lio method is extended from Population-based Algorithm
Portfolios (PAP) [14], as information exchange methods,
algorithms are limited as the population-based ones. Inde-
pendently, a parameter-less method is proposed to compose
the portfolio generically [21]. It applies a ranking method to
select algorithms. Given q algorithms, the average rankings
of 28 classes of functions in IEEE Congress on Evolution-
ary Computation (CEC) 2013 benchmark are used to find the
best performing algorithms, and the covariance of rankings,
which is a q by q matrix, is utilized to find complemen-
tary algorithms. After forming a portfolio with the best-rank
algorithm and its most uncorrelated algorithm, they apply
MultiEA [11] on this portfolio to solve problems. The port-
folio is considered a new algorithm. Then, the loop of finding
the best performing algorithm and its complementary algo-
rithm is repeated until there is no more improvement for
the portfolio. Another approach is the sequential learnable
evolutionary algorithms (SLEA) framework, which con-
structs algorithm portfolios by algorithm-problem feature.
Thismethod sequentially select algorithms according to their
performance in solving 28 functions of CEC 2013 after every
run [22]. Methods in [20–22] propose algorithm composi-
tion methods for a fixed problem set, not only referring to
selecting the constituent algorithm but also the budget allo-
cation among algorithms. Since EPM in [20] and ranks for
each function in [21,22] are estimated by repeatedly solv-
ing the functions the same number of times, the assumption
of the problem distribution in the given problem set should
be uniform. Meanwhile, another practical approach [26] is
proposed to automatically select DE algorithms based on
the rank of candidates in each generation regardless of the
assumption of problem distribution.

While [20,21] assume the given budget is shared between
the algorithms in a portfolio, some approaches simply allow
every algorithm in the portfolio to use the same budget.
The interaction between the algorithms, like the informa-
tion exchange mechanism of PAP and the online selection
mechanism ofMultiEA, is thus eliminated. Selecting the fol-
lowing running algorithm is not required for these methods
in each iteration, which simplifies the problem. To illus-
trate, some methods propose portfolio composition methods
from this perspective [29–31] . All algorithms in the port-
folio run simultaneously until one solves the problem. The
Identification of Complementary Algorithms by Uncovered

Sets (ICARUS) uses voting system theory to determine algo-
rithm combinations [29]. This approach attempts to find the
smallest algorithm set which solves the most instances in
the problem set. The approach in [31] introduces that within
a fixed computational time, applying their quality evalua-
tion rules is beneficial to select K algorithms out of n to
compose algorithm portfolios. After proving that the deci-
sion variant of finding the optimal algorithm portfolio out
of n algorithms is NP-complete, they apply simple heuris-
tics methods to solve the classical Boolean Satisfiability
(SAT) problems with different values of K . Recently, a
new Generative Adversarial Solver Trainer (GAST) is pro-
posed to construct parallel portfolios. GAST generates new
instances to increase the diversity of the training set based
on the existing instances. By testing its performance on
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and, with more train-
ing instances, the selected algorithm portfolio generalizes
better [30]. Then, an co-evolution framework is proposed
to compose a parallel algorithm portfolio and configure the
parameters of algorithms [32]. Initially, a training instance
set is given to construct the algorithm portfolio. Next the
configuration parameters are adjusted by the selection and
mutation operators. Note that parallel portfolios are not suit-
able for applications with expensive fitness evaluations. A
parallel portfolio with q algorithms increases the compu-
tational budget q times, which may not be affordable. For
example, determining the performance of a system with a
given set of parameters may require very time-consuming
computer simulations. Take the multi-energy systems of res-
idential buildings introduced in [33] as an illustration, the
building energy demand systems sometimes require real-
time control with simple schemes. Thus, the computing unit
is supposed to have limited computing power consumption
and hardly handles multi-tasks like computers. In this case, it
is unreasonable to assume a high computational consumption
method can be applied. To avoid using sufficient evaluation
budget, another approach of parallel algorithm portfolios are
proposed in [34]. The computational budgets are divided in
batches, and the selected algorithms change according to
their performance of previous batches. However, the static
scheme setting of [34] requires a fixed number of running
algorithms in every batches. In the case that the prominent
algorithm has emerged, the mechanism can hardly eliminate
other unpromising algorithms.

2.2 Problem sets

The performance of a portfolio construction method is
affected by the training problem set and its underlying
problem class. Two well known classes of continuous opti-
mization problems are the CEC benchmarks [25], and the
Black-Box Optimization Benchmarks (BBOB) [35]. Portfo-
lios of [20,21] are composed from problem sets including
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all functions of CEC benchmarks [25]. The performance
of ICARUS is tested by problem instances from BBOB
[29]. Their experimental studies are based on a problem
set obtained from the benchmarks in a uniform manner by
sampling each function with the same probability. In the
real world, it rarely happens that the problem class to be
solved is made up of functions of the same probability of
occurrence. Moreover, some real-world problems even do
not have representatives in the commonly used benchmarks.
To alleviate this problem, some tunable benchmark gener-
ators are invented to provide multiple landscape options,
which enrich the problem varieties and warrants a more gen-
eral method to compose algorithm portfolios. For example,
the Max-Set of Gaussian (MSG) landscape generator [36],
the multi-modal landscape generator [37], and the hierar-
chical fitness-based evolving benchmark generator [38] are
proposed to provide diversified optimization problem bench-
mark suites. Therefore, composing algorithm portfolios and
testing their performance for a variety of problem classes
with possibly non-uniform probability distribution and dif-
ferent landscapes are worth investigating.

2.3 MultiEA

In this work, MultiEA [11] as the method to implement the
algorithm portfolio is adopted. The same evaluation budget
as single algorithms is allocated to MultiEA. With the given
algorithm portfolio, MultiEA dynamically selects suitable
algorithms to solve the optimization problem generation by
generation.

In the first few generations, all algorithms use the same
evaluation budget to set up the initial iterations. Then, the
data of fitness values and iterations return the convergence
curves for each EA in the portfolio. According to the con-
vergence curves, MultiEA predicts the fitness value in the
nearest future based on the bootstrap probability. At a com-
mon future point, all anticipated results are compared, and
the algorithm with the best predicted value is selected to run
one generation until the evaluation budget is used up. The
steps of MultiEA are summarized as:

1. A portfolio with complementary algorithms is given.
2. Algorithms set up initial iterations with the same evalua-

tion budgets.
3. With historical data of iterations, each algorithm returns

convergence curves.
4. Set a common nearest future point; each algorithm pre-

dicts future fitness values based on the convergence
curves.

5. For each algorithm, sample a result based on the bootstrap
probability of predicted fitness values.

6. Select the algorithm with the best result to run one itera-
tion.

7. Update the historical iteration data, repeat steps from 3)
to 7) until the evaluation budget is used up.

For full details, please refer to [11]. MultiEA has been
shown to be an effective algorithm portfolio method from
experimental results in [11]. With the operation of dynami-
cally selecting suitable algorithms, it allocates the evaluation
budget automatically. Besides, the parameter-less charac-
teristic provides a lot of convenience for the combination
of algorithms. It should be noted that MultiEA does not
exchange information among algorithms. Therefore, fewer
restrictions for algorithmsmakeMultiEA a suitable portfolio
method for our work. Any EA, no matter it is population-
based or not, or other non-evolutionary optimizationmethods
like the iterative method BFGS can be involved as algorithm
candidates.

2.4 Pearson Correlation Coefficient

Pearson correlation coefficient [39] is commonly used in data
science and engineering. It is an index to represent the corre-
lation relationship between two random variables. The range
of the coefficient is from− 1 to 1. A positive number implies
a positive correlation relationship between two variables; that
is, one variable increases or decreases as the other increases
or decreases respectively, while a negative number is vice
versa. The larger the number, the stronger the association
relationship between the two variables.

In this paper, we calculate the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient with two groups of fitness values solved by any two
algorithms at the first hitting time. If the result is posi-
tive, it indicates two algorithms are likely to be good at
the same types of problems. On the contrary, a negative
result represents that they have the inverse performance on
problems in the problem set, which means the two algo-
rithms are probably complementary. For example, assume
there are three groups of fitness value fa = [1, 2, 1,−1],
fb = [−0.7,−2, 2, 1] and fc = [1.2, 2.5, 1, 1] solved by
algorithms a b and c on the same four problems drawn from
a problem class. When the objective is to find the minimum
for each problem, algorithms a and b can be considered com-
plementary since algorithm b performs better in the first two
problems and algorithm a is better in the last two. The Pear-
son correlation coefficient is ρ = −0.5 correspondingly.
However, algorithm a and algorithm c show a positive cor-
relation relationship. Comparing fa with fc, algorithm a
performs better in most problems (except the third problem
for which a and c have identical results), which indicates
these two algorithms are likely to be competitive rather than
complementary. Respectively, the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient ρ = 0.6 also supports this conclusion.

It should be noted that when an algorithm is given and
the Pearson correlation coefficient is used to find its comple-
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Fig. 1 An example of 4
algorithms solving a problem fi ,
the first hitting time is b∗

i = 6

mentary algorithm, all other algorithms in the algorithm set
are compared and the one which is the most negatively cor-
related is chosen. The correlation relationship changes when
the problem sets that they solve are different. When the algo-
rithms in the portfolio vary, the correlation relationship also
changes.

3 Composing Algorithm Portfolios

Consider a set of unknown problem instances C, which is
called as a problem class. The cardinality of C can be infinite.
An algorithm set A � {a1, ..., am} of m algorithms is given.
Any non-empty subset ofA is called an algorithm portfolio.
Assume that problem instances are randomly drawn from
C according to a certain distribution defined by a probability
function P . Given any instance fi ∈ C, an algorithmportfolio
� is allowed to evaluate the fitness value of fi a total of B
times, which is called the evaluation budget. For an algorithm
portfolio� of size greater than 1, it is assumed a mechanism
existing to divide the budget for each algorithm in �. In our
experimental study, MultiEA is used for this purpose.

Suppose n problem instances, f1, . . . , fn are drawn from
C in an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) man-
ner with probability function P . The set of these n instances
is denoted by F � { f1, . . . , fn}, which is called as a prob-
lem set. Given F as training data, the algorithm portfolio
problem is to determine � ∈ 2A \ ∅ that performs well on
average in solving problem instances randomly drawn from
C with probability function P . Note that the number of pos-

sible choices for � is 2m − 1, which increases exponentially
with m.

Tomeasure the performance of an algorithm (or algorithm
portfolio,which can be treated as a single algorithm), its aver-
age rank of solving the n problems is utilized. The higher the
rank is, the better the algorithm performs. The calculation
of rank is based on the procedure of Friedman’s test [40] as
follows. According to the experimental results of a j solv-
ing fi , the algorithm with the best result gets rank 1 and the
worst rank m. When two or more algorithms solve with the
same result, they obtain the same rank. The average rank of
an algorithm is defined as the sum of its ranks for the n prob-
lem instances divided by n. Even though algorithms perform
differently when solving different problem instances, when
the problem set has a sufficient sample size, the average rank
can indicate the abilities of algorithms in solving the problem
class.

With no loss of generality, assume that we are solving
minimization problems. The idea of our portfolio construc-
tion method is first to choose the best performing algorithm
for the problem setF as the initial element in the portfolio�,
and then progressively expand � by adding complementary
algorithms.

First, for each problem fi , run allm algorithms, each with
budget B to obtain the ranks of problem fi . After collecting
the ranks of the n problems, the algorithm with the smallest
average rank, denoted by aα , whereα ∈ {1, 2, ..,m}, is added
to the portfolio � as the initial element. Note that for each
problem instance, all the B function evaluation results of each
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algorithm are recorded to be used for finding complementary
algorithms.

Next, a complementary algorithm for the portfolio is
found. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, let gi j (b)
be the minimum function value of fi obtained by a j after
b function evaluations, which is recorded as the first step.
The function gi j represents the searching process for a j to
solve fi . Figure 1 shows an example of four algorithms solv-
ing a problem fi , where the four algorithms a1, a2, a3 and
a4 refers to CoDE, L-Shade, CMA-ES and JaDE, respec-
tively. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let y∗

i be the minimum value
obtained among all algorithms with the given budget B. The
first hitting time for fi , denoted by b∗

i , is defined as the num-
ber of function evaluations for the first algorithm to achieve
y∗
i . In Fig. 1 with the budget B = 20, y∗

i = 2.174, which
is solved first by CMA-ES at b∗

i = 6. For j = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
let v j � (g1 j (b∗

1), ..., gnj (b
∗
n)) be the n-vector which records

thefitness values of f1, . . . , fn obtainedbya j at their first hit-
ting times {b∗

1, . . . , b
∗
n}. The vectors v1, v2, . . . vm are used to

findcomplementary relationship between algorithms.Apply-
ing the first hitting time instead of the final time avoids the
scenarios where the evaluation budget of the algorithms is so
aplenty that algorithms show the same performance by com-
paring their final results, no matter whether they converge
fast or slowly.

The next step is calculating the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient ρα, j between vα and v j , for each j ∈ {1, ...,m} \ {α}.
Let aβ /∈ � be the algorithm that has the largest negative
correlation coefficient with aα . It is then added into the port-
folio and � becomes {aα, aβ}. � is considered as a new
algorithm, denoted by am+1. The same procedure is repeated
to add new algorithms into � until its performance starts to
deteriorate. The pseudo-code of the whole algorithm is listed
in Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments

To verify the feasibility of the idea to compose an algo-
rithm portfolio based on a randomly sampled problem set
with unknown distribution, the approach is tested both with
BBOB [35] and tunable benchmark MSG generator [36].
BBOBhas 24 functions, covering different types of problems
and aplenty variants of problems. Therefore, many different
problem sets can be generated by sampling from BBOB.
MSG generator is used to generate continuous, bound-
constrained optimization problems with a Multi-Gaussian
mixed landscape. By superimposing the Gaussian functions,
it is challenging for algorithms to find the global optimum
in the landscape. A typical example for MSG problem with
dimension D = 2 and number of Gaussian nGaussian =
100 is Fig. 2.

According to the settings of benchmarks, our approach
is applied to three different problem sets with the following
scenarios to test whether this approach can adapt to different
problem settings:

1. A problem set uniformly sampled from BBOB.
2. A problem set whose problems are mainly sampled from

unimodal and linear functions, while the rest of the prob-
lems are from other functions of BBOB.

3. A problem set sampled from tunable benchmark MSG
generator.

Algorithm 1: Compose an algorithm portfolio

input : A problem set F � { f1, . . . , fn}, an algorithm set
A � {a1, ..., am}, total evaluation budget B;

output: An algorithm portfolio �;
for i ← 1 to n do

for j ← 1 to m do
Run a j on fi and store its fitness values in
gi j (1), gi j (2), . . . , gi j (B);

end
end
Calculate the average ranks for a1, ..., am ;
Find the algorithm aα ∈ A with the best average rank;
Let � := {aα} and m′ := m;
while true do

for i ← 1 to n do
Find the minimum fitness value y∗

i and the first hitting
time b∗

i based on gi j (1), . . . , gi j (B) for all
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m′};

end
for j ← 1 to m′ do

Let v j := (g1 j (b∗
1), ..., gnj (b

∗
n)) be the vector of the n

fitness values the algorithm a j obtained at the first hitting
times of the n problems;

end
Let β := argmin j∈{1,...,m′} ρ(vα, v j ) be the index of the
complementary algorithm;

Let �̂ := am′+1 := � ∪ {aβ } be the next portfolio candidate;
for i ← 1 to n do

Run �̂ with MultiEA on fi to get
gi,m′+1(1), . . . , gi,m′+1(B);

end
Calculate the average ranks for a1, ..., am′ and �̂;

if �̂ does not have the best average rank then
break;

end
Let m′ := m′ + 1 and � := �̂;
Let α := m′ be the index of the algorithm having the best
average rank;

end
return �;

To cover algorithmswith different characteristics, 10 clas-
sical algorithms are selected and added to the algorithm
set A. These algorithms are classical evolutionary strategy
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Fig. 2 An example from MSG generator, D = 2 and nGaussian =
100

CMA-ES [4], ABC [1] and PSO [2], Global and Local
real-coded genetic algorithms (GL-25) [41], powerful DE
algorithms: jDE [42], Self-adaptive Differential Evolution
algorithm (SaDE) [43], AdaptiveDifferential EvolutionWith
Optional External Archive algorithm (JaDE) [44], Com-
posite DE (CoDE) [45], L-Shade [46], and hill climbing
optimization technique BFGS [5]. In all experiments, we
adopt default settings of the algorithms. A recent algorithm
portfolio method called ASM [26] is used as a benchmark
for comparison in all our experiments. In ASM, algorithms
are assigned probabilities to be selected in each generation.
These probabilities are dynamically updated according to the
average rank of the candidates in their populations. ASM has
the characteristic of no prior information about problems and
no information exchange between algorithms needed, which
is suitable to compare with our method. While the work in
[26] considers only the case where the portfolio size is equal
to two, it can be extended to include 10 algorithms.

The problem sets in our experiments are randomly sam-
pled from various problems of unknown distribution, which
makes it challenging to evaluate algorithm performance
according to the classification of the problems. In compar-
ison, problems can be classified as 24 functions in BBOB
and the performance can be discussed separately when the
problems are fixed. Therefore, the average ranking is used
to evaluate the performance of the algorithm to solve the
problem sets. The smaller the average rank of an algorithm,
the better its performance. According to weak Law of Large
Numbers (LLN) [47], with more samples in the problem set,
the average ranks are more reliable. On the other hand, solv-
ing a large number of problems is very time-consuming. To
strike a balance, a fixed number of problems n = 100 is set
for each of the three problem sets. It should be noted that the
number can be adjusted according to the actual computing
power and algorithm performance.

To calculate the average ranks of a given set of algorithms
or portfolios, the procedure of Friedman’s test [40] is used.
The critical differences ofBonferroni–Dunn’s procedure [48]
are involved to indicate the significance among the results
of different algorithms or portfolios. Given the p-values of
α = 0.05, Bonferroni–Dunn’s test distinguishes the groups
above the red line of Figs. 3, 4 and 5 as significantly different
from the best-rank method. Examples of Bonferroni–Dunn’s
test can be found in [40].

As the distribution of the problem sets does not need to be
uniform in this paper, previous portfolio construction meth-
ods [20,21] cannot handle the scenarios of flexibly configured
continuous black box problem sets. Meanwhile, by applying
methods [29,30], individual algorithms directly run in par-
allel with a sufficient evaluation budget assumption. As our
experiments are implemented with a limited evaluation bud-
get (because fitness evaluation for the practical optimization
problem is sometimes costly), methods of [29,30] cannot
be applied. Also, [30] focuses on SAT and TSP problems
instead of continuous black-box problems.Note that SATand
TSP problems have inexpensive fitness evaluations. Thus,
to evaluate our composed portfolio, we compare it with the
algorithm combination of best-performing algorithms. The
algorithmcombination for comparison is a collection of algo-
rithms that are best at solving this problem set. For example,
among m algorithms, aα and aγ are two algorithms with
the highest average ranking when solving F , then they can
be combined as �eli te1 = {aα, aγ }. To avoid unfair com-
parisons due to the number of algorithms in the portfolio,
algorithms are gradually added in the portfolio and evaluate
the performance.

All algorithms and benchmarks in the experiments are
coded by Matlab 2018 on a PC with Intel 3.4GHz Core I7
processor with 24GB RAM.

4.1 Uniformly sampled problems from BBOB suite

In the first experiment, problem sets are generated by ran-
domly selecting instances from 24 unconstrained noiseless
single-objective functions [49] from BBOB. The dimension
of BBOB could be set as D = 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40. Since the
key point of the method in this paper is not to test the abilities
of algorithms to solve various dimensional problems, we set
D = 20 to ensure the difficulty of the problem set. The size of
the problem set is set as n = 100 to sample problem instances
considering the ranking stability of algorithms. The detailed
information of all sampled problems is shown in Appendix.
Let all ten algorithms solve each problem instance in the set
until they use up the evaluation budget B = 10000D. After
running the suite, the average rank of the ten algorithms is
calculated and the one with the best rank is selected. The first
column (excluding the row headings) in Table 1 shows that
L-Shade is the best performing algorithm. The bold number
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Fig. 3 Average ranks for 10
single algorithms and 8
algorithm portfolios when
control algorithm is �2 =
{L-Shade, ABC, GL25}, critical
difference (CD) of
Bonferroni–Dunn’s test is 2.08
with p-value of α = 0.05
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Fig. 4 Average ranks of 6
algorithm portfolios when
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{BFGS, CMA-ES}, critical
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Table 1 Average ranks of algorithms and portfolios in Experiment 4.1 when composing the portfolio, �1 = {L-Shade, ABC}, �2 = {L-Shade,
ABC, GL25}, �3 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25, PSO}

Algorithms Average Rank (Round 1) Average Rank (Round 2) Average Rank (Round 3) Average Rank (Round 4)

BFGS 6.88 (7) 7.77 8.58 9.39

ABC 7.155 (8) 8.09 9.03 9.975

CMA-ES 3.765 (3) 4.425 5.095 5.755

CODE 4.005 (4) 4.86 5.66 6.545

GL25 5.715 (6) 6.645 7.575 8.495

JADE 2.56 (2) 3.155 3.76 4.385

jDE 8.83 (9) 9.83 10.83 11.83

L-shade 2.45 (1) 2.96 3.555 4.41

SADE 4.72 (5) 5.51 6.4 7.25

PSO 9 (10) 10 11 12

�1 2.815 3.335 3.845

�2 3.29 3.82

�3 3.85

Table 2 Pearson correlation
coefficient matrix for the current
best performing algorithms or
portfolios in Experiment 4.1
when composing the portfolio,
�1 = {L-Shade, ABC}, �2 =
{L-Shade, ABC, GL25}

Algorithms ρ for L-shade (Round 1) ρ for �1 (Round 2) ρ for �2 (Round 3)

BFGS 0.423 0.419 0.419

ABC − 0.229 − 0.206 − 0.246

CMA-ES 0.997 0.997 0.998

CODE 0.679 0.687 0.671

GL25 − 0.211 − 0.187 − 0.227

JADE 1.000 0.998 0.997

jDE − 0.047 − 0.049 − 0.024

L-shade 1.000 0.998 0.997

SADE 0.393 0.425 0.373

PSO − 0.066 − 0.068 − 0.031

�1 1.000 0.997

�2 1.000

is the value of the best average rank. The number in brack-
ets shows the rank of algorithms after sorting their average
ranking. Then, the next step is to find the complementary
algorithm for L-Shade. After estimating the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient of fitness values of algorithms at the first
hitting time, in the first column of Table 2, ABC is the most
complementary algorithm for L-Shade with ρ = −0.229 in
bold. Therefore, the portfolio composed for the first round is
�1 = {L-Shade, ABC}.

The second column of Table 1 shows that�1 = {L-Shade,
ABC} performs better than the other 10 individual algo-
rithms. Then following the steps in Algorithm 1, we find
the correlation coefficient ρ of different algorithms relative
to �1 in the second column of Table 2.

It is observed that the most uncorrelated algorithm of the
portfolio is still ABC, but the value of ρ increases. It is
because MultiEA dynamically selects algorithms in �1 =

{L-Shade, ABC} to assign computing resources based on
their online performance. Currently, the portfolio has only
two elements. If L-shade solves most of the problems better
than ABC, L-shade is assigned more computing resources,
which makes the performance of the portfolio similar to the
performance of L-Shade. However, ABC still plays a role in
the problems which L-Shade is not good at, but the propor-
tion of problems which ABC is good at is too small. So even
if the increment of coefficient ρ indicates ABC is more pos-
itively correlated, it is still the most likely complementary
algorithm with �1. Thus, the next complementary algorithm
GL25 is found in the second column of Table 2 with the
second smallest ρ = −0.187 with �1, so it is added in the
portfolio �2 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25}. From the average
rank of �2 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25} in the third column of
Table 1, this portfolio can be further expanded with PSO by
observing the third column of Table 2. However, in the last
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Table 3 Average rank of
algorithms and portfolios in
Experiment 4.1 on testing
problem sets, �1 = {L-Shade,
ABC}, �2 = {L-Shade, ABC,
GL25}, �3 = {L-Shade, ABC,
GL25, PSO}, �eli te1 =
{L-Shade, JaDE}, �eli te2 =
{L-Shade, JaDE, CMA-ES},
�eli te3 = {L-Shade, JaDE,
CMA-ES, CoDE}

Algorithms Average Rank (Test 1) Average Rank (Test 2) Average Rank (Test 3)

BFGS 8.245 10 12.395

ABC 8.79 10.87 12.53

CMA-ES 4.715 5.83 5.92

CODE 5.715 7.71 8.875

GL25 7.125 8.805 10.63

JADE 4.145 5.22 5.995

jDE 10.92 12.81 14.79

L-shade 3.66 4.41 5.715

SADE 6.275 7.58 9.435

PSO 10.93 12.73 14.68

�1 3.565 4.36 5.65

�2 4.245 5.605

�3 5.615

�eli te1 4.07 5.095 6.15

�eli te2 5.48 5.875

�eli te3 6.345

column of Table 1 �3 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25, PSO} per-
forms worse than �2 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25}. Therefore,
the composed portfolio for the problem set with uniformly
sampled distribution is �2 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25}.

The preceding has shown that our composing technique
builds better and better portfolios. Next, to test the useful-
ness of complementarity, we compare it with the portfolios
combined with best-performing algorithms. For example,
numbers in the brackets of the first column in Table 1 show
the ranks of algorithms. The comparison portfolio is com-
bining 1st and 2nd ranked algorithms to construct the best
performing portfolio �eli te1 = {L-Shade, JaDE} without
considering complementarity. Similarly,�eli te2 = {L-Shade,
JaDE, CMA-ES} is made up of three best-performing algo-
rithms without considering complementarity. The portfolios
with best-performing algorithm combinations are called elite
algorithm portfolios in the following. As they have the best
performance individually, they are supposed to be compet-
itive as a portfolio. We sample a new problem set with the
same distribution for each test and let algorithms and portfo-
lios solve. Then fewer algorithms in the portfolio may cause
insufficient diversity, while more algorithms in the portfolio
may result in the scenario that algorithms spend much evalu-
ation budget on initialization rather than exploitation. In both
scenarios, the portfolio performs in an unsatisfying manner.
We do not know which elite portfolio is the best perform-
ing one with the proper number of algorithms. Therefore, to
avoid the differences caused by the number of elements in the
portfolio, we gradually add algorithms and compare the port-
folios with the same number of members in this experiment.
For each test, a new problem set with the same distribution
is sampled. In this experiment, the problem instances in the

set are uniformly sampled from BBOB. The detailed infor-
mation of testing sets is shown in Appendix.

In the first comparison, the elite algorithm portfolio is
�eli te1 = {L-Shade, JaDE} while the portfolio composed by
our method in the first round is�1 = {L-Shade, ABC}. From
the first column of Table 3, it is observed that our composed
portfolio�1 gets the best average ranking among algorithms.
When comparing the portfolios of two algorithms, the portfo-
lio composed by our approach has better performance. Since
the portfolio �1 is not the best portfolio composed yet, other
portfolios are compared with in the following steps.

In the second comparison, the elite algorithm portfolio is
�eli te2 = {L-Shade, JaDE, CMA-ES} and the portfolio com-
posed by our method in the second round is �2 = {L-Shade,
ABC, GL25}. Ten individual algorithms and four portfolios
are compared in the second column of Table 3. According to
the performance, while composing the portfolio, �2 should
have better performance than�1. The second column results
show �2 is the best performing portfolio amongst the 14
algorithms. To further verify �2 is the most suitable portfo-
lio for the problem set, we add �eli te3 = {L-Shade, JaDE,
CMA-ES, CoDE} and �3 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25, PSO}
to do another comparison in the last column of Table 3. It
is observed that the portfolio �2 composed by our approach
gets the best average ranking among the 16 algorithms. The
results of the test are consistent with the results expected
when composing the portfolio.

Also, in this experiment, among three comparisons
between our composed portfolio and elite portfolios, with
the same algorithm number in the portfolio, the portfolios
composed by Algorithm 1 outperform best algorithm com-
binations with the best rank.
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Table 4 Average rank of
algorithms and portfolios in
Experiment 4.2 when
composing the portfolio,
�1={BFGS, CMA-ES}, �2 =
{BFGS, CMA-ES, CoDE}

Algorithms Average Rank (Round 1) Average Rank (Round 2) Average Rank (Round 3)

BFGS 2.305 (1) 2.96 3.535

ABC 7.43 (8) 8.365 9.315

CMA-ES 3.615 (3) 4.23 4.78

CODE 6.75 (7) 7.73 8.65

GL25 2.515 (2) 3.19 3.765

JADE 4.18 (4) 4.95 5.62

jDE 9.59 (10) 10.59 11.58

L-shade 4.29 (5) 5.08 5.8

SADE 5.65 (6) 6.56 7.36

PSO 8.75 (9) 9.75 10.72

�1 2.65 3.025

�2 3.915

To further verify the performance of the selected portfo-
lio �2 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25} implemented by MultiEA,
another test is conducted when �2 is set an the control
group. Figure 3 shows the performance of the selected port-
folio �2 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25} has the best rank among
10 individual algorithms and 8 portfolios. Additionally, the
red horizontal line in Fig. 3 indicates the threshold above
which those algorithms or portfolios perform significantly
worse than the control group �2 under p-value = 0.05 within
Bonferroni–Dunn’s Test. Because algorithm of L-Shade and
portfolios of �1 = {L-Shade, ABC}, �2 = {L-Shade, ABC,
GL25}, �3 = {L-Shade, ABC, GL25, PSO}, �eli te1 = {L-
Shade, JaDE}, �eli te2 = {L-Shade, JaDE, CMA-ES} has
the same dominant algorithm L-Shade during the process of
solving the problem set, they do not show significant differ-
ence through the test.As an outstanding individual algorithm,
JADE is not significantly worse than the control group.

4.2 Non-uniformly sampled problems from BBOB
suite

In this section, the approach with a problem set sampled
according to a non-uniform distribution from BBOB is eval-
uated. We investigate the case that most of the problem
instances are from the unimodal and linear functions while a
small part is from other problems. As we know, methods like
BFGS, which utilizes the gradients of sampled points, can
find the global optimum of simple problems very fast. How-
ever, it is very easy to get trapped in the local optimum when
solving multi-modal problems. Suppose there is a problem
set with problem instances mostly sampled from unimodal
and linear functions with the exception of a few complicated
problems. In that case, a well-composed algorithm portfolio
including BFGS is likely to improve the performance com-
pared to the individual algorithms. Therefore, the ability of
our composition approach is verified. Note that both [20,21]

Table 5 Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for the current best per-
forming algorithms or portfolios in Experiment 4.2 when composing
the portfolio, �1={BFGS, CMA-ES}

Algorithms ρ for BFGS (Round 1) ρ for �1 (Round 2)

BFGS 1.000 − 0.002

ABC 0.342 0.413

CMA-ES − 0.024 0.431

CODE 0.247 0.175

GL25 − 0.023 0.696

JADE − 0.001 0.310

jDE 0.386 0.311

L-shade − 0.005 0.372

SADE 0.029 0.556

PSO 0.298 0.479

�1 1.000

assume uniformly sampled problems and cannot handle this
situation.

Since the setting of D = 20 and B = 10000D to solve
unimodal and linear problems provides more than sufficient
computing resources, every algorithm has enough budget to
find the global optimum for the unimodal problems. Then,
almost all algorithms get equal performances. So we reduce
the evaluation budget to B = 500D to solve this problem
set. The problem number n = 100 is set and 90% of the
problems are sampled from unimodal and linear problems,
which are functions 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 12 of BBOB [49], while
the rest of the problems (10%) are randomly selected from
other problems.

As shown in thefirst columnofTables 4 and5, as expected,
the best performing algorithm is BFGS, and its complemen-
tary algorithm is CMA-ES. After composing the algorithm
portfolio �1 = {BFGS, CMA-ES} for this round, it can be
observed from the second column of Table 5 that CoDE is
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Table 6 Average rank of algorithms and portfolios in Experiment 4.2
on the testing problem set, �1 = {BFGS, CMA-ES}, �2 = {BFGS,
CMA-ES, CoDE}, �eli te1 = {BFGS, GL25}, �eli te2 = {BFGS, GL25,
CMA-ES}

Algorithms Average Rank (Test)

BFGS 4.745

ABC 11.5

CMA-ES 5.45

CODE 10.65

GL25 4.65

JADE 6.68

jDE 13.56

L-shade 7.25

SADE 9.27

PSO 12.89

�1 4.095

�2 5.56

�eli te1 4.145

�eli te2 4.57

with the largest negative correlation coefficient with the cur-
rent best algorithm portfolio, but the value of ρ is positive.
As we know, a positive correlation coefficient represents the
same trend of two groups of fitness values, in which one can
infer that the two algorithms are not complementary. There-
fore, the newly added algorithm is likely to be redundant,
wasting the evaluation budget. To verify the hypothesis, in
the third column of Table 4,�2 = {BFGS, CMA-ES, CoDE}
indeed has lower average rank than�1 = {BFGS, CMA-ES}.
In fact, �2 does badly with an average rank of 3.915. This
suggests that competing algorithms are in the current portfo-
lio, which is counterproductive to the optimization process.
Therefore, the best-found portfolio for this problem set is�1.

To verify the ability of the composed algorithm portfolio,
ten individual algorithms and four portfolios are tested in
the performance evaluation. The compared portfolios include
�1,�2, the best twoalgorithmcombination�eli te1 ={BFGS,
GL25} and the best three algorithms’ combination �eli te2 =
{BFGS, GL25, CMA-ES}. The testing problem set is sam-
pledwith the samedistribution of 90%of unimodal and linear
problems and 10% other problems. �1 is supposed to be the
best performing portfolio of this problem set. It is observed
in Table 6 that �1 has the best rank. Even though both algo-
rithms BFGS and CMA-ES of �1 are also in �eli te2, �1

has a higher ranking. It is because the redundant algorithm
GL25 spends an extra evaluation budget in �eli te2, confirm-
ing �1 is the best choice when we compose the portfolio.
Since the portfolio is superior than most of individual algo-
rithms, another test is conducted between portfolios when
�1={BFGS, CMA-ES} is set as the control group. Figure 4
shows�1 has the best rank and significantly better thanASM

with the same portfolio as �1 and portfolio with 10 algo-
rithms.

4.3 Problems fromMSG landscape generator

In this experiment, the ability of this approach to find a port-
folio for other problem sets is investigated by applying the
MSG landscape generator to provide the problem instances.
The problem set is set with problem number n = 100, dimen-
sion D = 20, input range for each dimension [−5, 5], and
evaluation budget B = 1000D. The following settings are
configured: all mixed Gaussian functions have magnitude
of [−10, 0], the mean and standard deviation are arbitrarily
taken in this range, and the number of Gaussian nGaussin
is an integer randomly selected from [2, 200].

As can be seen from the first columns of Tables 7 and 8,
the best individual algorithm is L-shade and the composed
portfolio is �1 = {BFGS, L-shade}. As shown in the sec-
ond columns of both tables, �1 = {BFGS, L-shade} has the
best rank and jDE should be added. Again, ρ = 0.087 in the
second column of Table 8 gives an early warning of com-
peting algorithms within the portfolio. The last column of
Table 7 shows that the composed portfolio �1 obtains the
best ranking.

We again evaluate the performancewith 10 algorithms and
4 portfolios. Portfolios include �1 and �2 obtained in the
composing phase, and combinations from best two and three
algorithms �eli te1 = {JADE, L-shade}, �eli te2 = {GL25,
JADE, L-shade} according to the ranking in the first col-
umn of Table 7. As can be seen from Table 9,�1 has the best
performance to solve the problem set. From Fig. 5, another
test is conducted between portfolios when �1 = {BFGS, L-
shade} is set as the control group, showing that �1 has the
best rank and significantly better than ASM with the same
portfolio setting of �1 and portfolio with 10 algorithms.

This experiment is an example of applying our portfolio
composition method on equation-less benchmarks and prob-
lems. The performance of the portfolio shows the approach
can customize well to suit optimization needs for problem
sets drawn from an unknown problem class according to an
unknown distribution. In the real world, in the case that a
known problem class simulates well some unsolved practi-
cal problems, this approach may offer some inspiration to
determine the algorithm portfolios.

5 Conclusion

In recent decades, various types of algorithms have exhib-
ited their strong abilities in solving numerical optimization
problems.However, how to take advantages of their strengths
require efficient portfolio composition strategies to adapt to
a given problem class and combine the strengths of algo-
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Table 7 Average rank of
algorithms and portfolios in
Experiment 4.3 when
composing the portfolio, �1 =
{BFGS, L-shade}, �2 =
{BFGS, L-shade, jDE}

Algorithms Average Rank (Round 1) Average Rank (Round 2) Average Rank (Round 3)

BFGS 4.2 (5) 5.095 5.805

ABC 9.52 (10) 10.45 11.37

CMA-ES 5.535 (7) 5.4 6.37

CODE 6.49 (8) 7.06 7.54

GL25 3.81 (3) 4.275 4.38

JADE 3.765 (2) 4.62 5.175

jDE 9.46 (9) 10.55 11.59

L-shade 3.55 (1) 4.58 4.645

SADE 3.91 (4) 5.055 6.01

PSO 4.76 (6) 4.78 5.81

�1 4.135 4.295

�2 5.01

Table 8 Pearson correlation coefficient matrix for the current best per-
formed algorithms or portfolios in Experiment 4.3 when composing the
portfolio, �1 = {BFGS, L-shade}

Algorithms ρ for L-shade (Round 1) ρ for �1 (Round 2)

BFGS − 0.005 − 0.037

ABC 0.242 0.138

CMA-ES 0.175 0.171

CODE 0.466 0.343

GL25 0.701 0.536

JADE 0.660 0.463

jDE 0.156 0.087

L-shade 1.000 0.516

SADE 0.762 0.515

PSO 0.598 0.359

�1 1.000

Table 9 Average rank of algorithms and portfolios inExperiment 4.3 on
the testing problem set,�1 = {BFGS, L-shade},�2 = {BFGS, L-shade,
jDE}, �eli te1 = {JADE, L-shade}, �eli te2 = {GL25, JADE, L-shade}

Algorithms Average Rank(Test)

BFGS 7.61

ABC 13.4

CMA-ES 7.915

CODE 9.51

GL25 5.395

JADE 5.82

jDE 13.54

L-shade 5.695

SADE 7.025

PSO 7.72

�1 4.855

�2 5.9

�eli te1 5.355

�eli te2 5.26

rithms. This paper introduces a generic method to compose
the algorithm portfolio based on the performance of algo-
rithms on solving a given problem set randomly drawn from
an unknown problem class with an unknown distribution.
The given problem set serves as training data for portfolio
construction.

Assuming that there are hidden relationships between
algorithms and problem sets as reflected by the fitness values,
we attempt to find a general method to compose the algo-
rithmportfolio. This paper proposes a problem set-dependent
way to automatically compose algorithm portfolios and use
MultiEA as the portfolio strategy. Compared to the previous
approaches in [20,21], the number of functions does not nec-
essarily have to be known, and the functions do not need to
specify their probability of occurrence in the problem set.
The method works as long as the problems are sampled from
the unknown problem class in an i.i.d. manner. Pearson cor-
relation coefficient computed with fitness values at the first
hitting time, which is more sensitive and less biased than the
covariance in [21], is also introduced. This new method is
more flexible to adapt to all types of problem sets.

With ten algorithms in the algorithm pool, three exper-
iments are conducted to test this approach. With training
problem sets sampled by different probability distributions,
different portfolios are constructed and analyzed. In the first
experiment, the problem instances are uniformly sampled
fromBBOB. In the second experiment, the problem instances
are mainly sampled from the unimodal and linear functions,
while a small part is sampled from other functions in BBOB.
The last experiment considers a problem set sampled from
randomly generated parameter-less Mixed-Gaussian func-
tions. In all experiments, when composing the portfolio from
a training problem set, the underlying problem class and
probability distribution are both unknown. By processing the
fitness values of the algorithms to solve the training instances,
suitable portfolios are constructed. From the performance
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of composed portfolios on testing problem sets, the portfo-
lio construction method is shown to offer suitable algorithm
portfolios to customize different problem classes and prob-
ability distributions. The results also show that the Pearson
correlation coefficient of fitness values of the first hitting time
can be used effectively to find complementary algorithms
accurately.

Moreover, we demonstrate that different portfolios are
generated when the underlying problem class or probabil-
ity distribution is changed. Furthermore, it is shown that
the composed portfolio has superior performance compared
with individual algorithms, combinations of best algorithms
and comparison algorithms. The results that complementary
algorithm combinations better solve the problem sets are also
in line with the conclusion put forward in [28]. The wanted
components of algorithms in the portfolio are supposed to
have diverse performances in solving different problems.
Similar behaviors are likely to make algorithms compete
with each other, wasting computing resources. For exam-
ple, if several algorithms have close fitness values in every
iteration, they are likely to share the budget uniformly. If so,
no algorithm has enough evaluation budget to converge.

6 Future works

In this paper, we apply MultiEA as a portfolio method to
implement our composed portfolio. There are other ensem-
ble algorithms and portfolio algorithms [9,12–14] suitable to
be applied to compose portfolios; this approach can be fur-
ther investigated with other portfolio strategies. Moreover,
the problem set for training is assumed to be drawn i.i.d.
from a problem class. It is interesting to extend the work to
cases where the probability functions at different times are
correlated or even non-identical. In that case, the portfolio
should change dynamically with time, and adaptive learning
is needed.

Appendix

There are three experiments conducted to verify the abilities
of the approach proposed in this paper. The problem sets for
both composing and testing the portfolios are all randomly
sampled by the given distributions. The detailed information
of problem sets is recorded in Appendix.

Tables 10, 11, 12 and 13 cover problem sets in experiment
4.1. In the first experiment, the problems in each problem set
is uniformly sampled from BBOB.

Tables 15 and 16 cover problem sets in experiment 4.2. In
the second experiment, the problem sets are non-uniformly

Table 10 Problem set for
composing the algorithm
portfolio of Experiment 4.1

f15-80 f6-2 f21-3 f8-72 f19-74 f12-78 f13-78 f6-80 f16-79 f1-3

f22-4 f11-79 f3-75 f5-71 f5-5 f15-80 f2-77 f18-1 f14-80 f6-1

f23-79 f13-2 f4-78 f1-2 f11-75 f20-72 f9-74 f17-74 f18-72 f13-76

f19-73 f18-5 f13-72 f18-75 f20-73 f18-79 f16-2 f6-71 f8-4 f11-5

f17-3 f13-80 f4-76 f22-77 f9-77 f11-2 f13-1 f4-76 f24-72 f21-3

f24-3 f4-76 f6-74 f16-79 f20-5 f10-79 f15-5 f16-75 f1-1 f18-77

f3-72 f3-79 f22-77 f4-3 f20-72 f14-78 f15-80 f18-76 f24-4 f11-78

f18-1 f13-78 f9-5 f18-79 f21-76 f12-2 f19-75 f13-2 f4-76 f7-1

f8-75 f12-79 f14-1 f20-5 f5-73 f15-3 f13-79 f3-3 f15-5 f21-2

f16-5 f8-1 f15-4 f20-3 f14-74 f9-77 f3-3 f10-4 f3-79 f8-3

Table 11 Testing Problem set of
Experiment 4.1 for 12
algorithms in the first column of
Table 3

f5-4 f24-4 f8-2 f6-76 f4-73 f18-80 f10-71 f1-4 f17-5 f3-75

f19-71 f16-4 f8-73 f24-78 f8-5 f24-5 f22-3 f5-77 f21-75 f9-4

f12-1 f19-75 f14-3 f22-78 f19-76 f17-76 f22-72 f1-73 f21-79 f7-71

f15-74 f22-74 f14-4 f19-80 f12-76 f7-74 f10-4 f20-1 f22-73 f14-79

f9-77 f6-72 f16-71 f4-4 f14-3 f23-78 f18-72 f5-74 f21-4 f11-72

f10-75 f3-72 f15-5 f14-4 f22-2 f22-77 f22-79 f23-78 f12-75 f10-80

f18-73 f20-79 f4-79 f2-5 f24-76 f11-80 f22-76 f19-73 f12-76 f2-5

f23-79 f11-3 f11-1 f17-4 f1-72 f18-74 f2-80 f20-74 f2-74 f7-4

f22-2 f18-72 f9-78 f20-77 f9-72 f14-71 f1-78 f11-4 f11-80 f6-78

f15-75 f23-73 f2-79 f22-79 f13-78 f24-78 f14-77 f8-4 f15-5 f18-1
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Table 12 Testing Problem set of
Experiment 4.1 for 14
algorithms in the second column
of Table 3

f2-72 f16-78 f5-3 f8-1 f23-78 f8-4 f1-77 f16-73 f7-1 f22-77

f17-71 f13-72 f10-71 f11-71 f23-2 f17-78 f14-73 f10-1 f7-80 f22-2

f2-1 f24-71 f20-80 f1-71 f2-4 f16-80 f22-3 f5-74 f15-78 f20-75

f2-76 f16-74 f20-5 f24-75 f18-76 f13-80 f17-1 f11-5 f7-71 f7-4

f13-73 f20-4 f2-72 f5-1 f7-72 f17-77 f5-74 f12-74 f20-77 f15-4

f3-5 f11-79 f10-74 f3-74 f11-3 f16-80 f9-78 f3-79 f24-74 f1-74

f20-75 f11-71 f13-75 f9-80 f14-3 f5-5 f12-1 f15-3 f18-73 f11-4

f20-75 f20-78 f11-1 f5-77 f23-75 f4-2 f24-74 f6-72 f9-4 f8-73

f18-71 f3-1 f16-77 f12-77 f11-1 f24-80 f4-77 f10-4 f15-1 f4-79

f4-74 f4-3 f16-2 f9-3 f24-74 f5-2 f21-73 f14-80 f3-74 f5-5

Table 13 Testing Problem set of
Experiment 4.1 for 16
algorithms in the third column
of Table 3

f16-1 f13-72 f5-71 f16-71 f5-78 f1-4 f15-80 f5-80 f15-76 f22-76

f12-72 f2-4 f8-79 f21-78 f17-3 f20-72 f9-73 f16-80 f5-2 f19-78

f9-1 f10-80 f7-2 f24-71 f5-72 f20-74 f23-73 f23-79 f17-71 f22-3

f22-72 f9-1 f13-72 f14-76 f16-72 f16-75 f4-5 f10-79 f12-80 f3-71

f9-75 f9-71 f14-76 f19-71 f11-73 f2-5 f7-74 f2-2 f11-3 f6-72

f14-1 f2-3 f6-78 f18-1 f17-2 f11-75 f7-72 f12-2 f24-76 f16-74

f5-72 f6-74 f4-76 f24-3 f21-3 f8-3 f17-2 f20-72 f11-74 f12-5

f24-3 f6-2 f21-74 f16-2 f19-80 f11-71 f2-77 f24-3 f19-79 f17-78

f21-74 f5-79 f7-74 f14-2 f19-71 f24-79 f5-1 f4-2 f14-2 f4-74

f6-2 f17-78 f13-79 f14-73 f14-3 f23-80 f13-74 f10-77 f21-75 f5-78

Table 14 Testing Problem set of
Experiment 4.1 for 16
algorithms of Fig. 3

f14-80 f14-2 f10-76 f17-76 f9-71 f18-76 f20-76 f19-80 f13-71 f13-78

f13-80 f16-74 f11-77 f3-4 f4-74 f10-73 f11-5 f23-77 f22-4 f3-3

f21-79 f14-1 f9-77 f13-75 f15-1 f17-72 f22-5 f8-78 f15-2 f3-76

f7-71 f18-5 f19-5 f13-76 f7-5 f17-79 f10-71 f17-2 f4-76 f4-5

f8-75 f13-74 f16-2 f21-76 f2-2 f11-75 f19-72 f11-73 f5-77 f17-5

f3-78 f24-78 f19-73 f12-75 f19-2 f1-73 f10-73 f21-1 f10-77 f12-79

f23-74 f6-4 f23-71 f10-72 f6-78 f8-80 f20-72 f19-72 f18-80 f5-74

f16-73 f3-74 f24-71 f17-2 f11-75 f11-3 f19-2 f5-1 f20-78 f12-79

f12-73 f3-75 f5-75 f18-77 f17-73 f7-73 f10-1 f21-76 f19-80 f4-74

f16-71 f2-73 f4-5 f13-73 f9-75 f5-76 f6-3 f24-77 f8-75 f2-5

Table 15 Problem set for
composing the algorithm
portfolio of Experiment 4.2

f5-71 f5-78 f1-4 f12-79 f6-4 f12-5 f6-78 f5-77 f12-73 f8-71

f10-77 f10-73 f10-75 f10-74 f2-75 f10-74 f2-73 f1-3 f10-74 f9-80

f5-78 f1-4 f5-77 f1-3 f12-4 f5-78 f6-72 f1-79 f12-80 f23-73

f10-78 f1-1 f1-76 f5-75 f1-77 f1-2 f2-79 f10-77 f5-72 f24-77

f2-73 f6-72 f2-78 f10-72 f2-74 f1-78 f6-78 f5-1 f12-76 f23-79

f1-74 f5-5 f5-1 f12-77 f6-77 f5-74 f1-77 f2-5 f12-74 f15-74

f10-2 f10-75 f12-3 f12-78 f2-2 f6-73 f6-73 f1-72 f5-74 f4-5

f10-73 f1-74 f6-1 f1-76 f6-72 f6-73 f10-3 f6-74 f2-73 f23-73

f1-74 f5-72 f5-74 f1-73 f12-3 f2-1 f6-4 f1-79 f5-1 f21-77

f1-74 f6-78 f5-79 f6-78 f2-77 f1-71 f12-77 f10-76 f5-71 f19-78
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Table 16 Testing Problem set of
Experiment 4.2 for 14
algorithms in Table 6

f10-78 f6-75 f2-80 f6-4 f10-1 f1-74 f6-78 f2-80 f1-4 f22-5

f6-71 f5-80 f1-75 f2-4 f10-5 f5-73 f6-3 f2-78 f12-72 f23-4

f5-71 f1-5 f1-76 f1-78 f2-73 f12-76 f10-74 f10-2 f12-71 f13-77

f10-73 f10-79 f1-3 f2-79 f10-72 f6-75 f5-2 f10-73 f2-4 f22-77

f1-77 f6-4 f2-80 f1-4 f12-4 f2-73 f12-73 f2-3 f1-71 f9-75

f2-2 f2-4 f12-79 f1-80 f12-78 f1-77 f12-78 f6-3 f1-3 f3-5

f2-1 f10-74 f1-77 f12-78 f5-75 f2-78 f10-5 f10-75 f2-79 f9-80

f2-5 f5-72 f10-1 f1-72 f12-1 f2-5 f10-73 f6-77 f6-2 f14-4

f6-2 f5-5 f12-2 f6-76 f10-3 f10-71 f2-73 f5-76 f6-80 f4-75

f1-4 f5-72 f2-2 f12-5 f5-76 f1-3 f12-80 f5-74 f1-2 f11-77

Table 17 Testing Problem set of
Experiment 4.2 for 6 portfolios
in Fig. 4

f10-2 f1-74 f6-78 f12-75 f10-5 f6-1 f1-3 f6-73 f2-71 f24-5

f12-4 f10-75 f10-71 f2-5 f10-80 f6-1 f12-1 f10-71 f1-80 f4-1

f10-73 f5-71 f1-76 f10-4 f5-71 f10-72 f12-80 f5-78 f5-80 f11-4

f6-75 f6-1 f6-77 f2-1 f5-5 f1-5 f5-79 f12-80 f1-74 f18-1

f10-2 f10-5 f5-76 f1-1 f1-75 f1-5 f10-72 f5-78 f2-72 f3-79

f12-72 f10-78 f6-2 f6-5 f2-79 f2-73 f5-3 f6-71 f6-71 f22-74

f2-4 f5-2 f2-79 f5-77 f12-79 f12-2 f12-5 f1-5 f6-2 f24-75

f6-79 f5-73 f2-5 f10-72 f5-80 f10-1 f6-75 f2-74 f6-75 f11-5

f12-74 f12-4 f5-72 f10-78 f12-5 f1-3 f5-77 f2-71 f2-79 f14-1

f2-80 f12-74 f1-3 f6-3 f5-74 f12-3 f12-3 f6-2 f2-71 f15-73

Table 18 Problem set for composing the algorithm portfolio of Exper-
iment 4.3, the first column of Table 7

31 145 76 181 8 40 76 111 85 29

129 192 156 90 193 30 172 196 193 103

56 184 181 96 105 25 86 96 4 68

181 35 60 142 86 49 29 162 59 187

57 172 7 12 197 96 142 102 132 105

56 47 128 28 81 196 56 185 154 111

115 46 63 182 44 90 76 97 172 88

185 145 7 12 138 84 138 196 193 142

28 49 184 123 105 87 33 67 116 129

26 56 82 128 90 196 46 181 127 142

Table 19 Problem set for composing the algorithm portfolio of Exper-
iment 4.3, the second column of Table 7

200 87 111 119 186 166 143 141 59 138

181 7 189 78 138 39 7 200 14 194

13 119 37 138 189 87 13 8 142 19

24 96 179 138 8 167 53 156 196 116

7 7 166 174 100 156 186 24 166 166

62 13 138 82 39 37 102 87 39 156

44 86 200 163 184 152 86 151 172 86

21 189 172 156 24 111 123 152 184 167

184 12 7 92 100 71 166 15 138 94

116 111 24 197 8 152 189 17 37 86

Table 20 Problem set for composing the algorithm portfolio of Exper-
iment 4.3, the third column of Table 7

14 167 58 192 41 35 192 39 2 144

199 93 79 79 136 7 176 193 62 169

174 186 167 28 17 46 157 57 143 157

13 66 180 193 176 130 21 44 40 126

69 113 14 93 93 144 75 30 66 180

145 199 200 163 112 14 41 45 46 98

59 28 173 93 59 101 60 67 13 108

130 40 8 67 149 172 85 152 176 167

44 126 37 186 38 105 199 67 21 179

28 25 123 180 137 8 161 109 41 149

Table 21 Testing Problem set of Experiment 4.3 for 14 algorithms in
Table 9

93 104 35 28 23 144 121 48 15 175

194 94 175 22 26 23 187 121 20 135

22 55 126 180 73 114 139 80 197 4

95 61 5 82 103 5 175 3 58 107

83 80 72 80 137 43 142 114 136 134

135 112 44 69 93 169 137 65 107 85

120 187 115 91 107 170 128 136 128 200

18 55 144 177 3 170 100 65 34 108

135 72 50 28 40 73 159 61 169 80

95 4 153 60 75 136 80 134 21 135
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Table 22 Testing Problem set of Experiment 4.3 for 6 algorithm port-
folios in Fig. 5

122 70 184 106 9 125 7 141 108 142

155 127 19 67 101 161 116 191 42 9

12 133 52 87 179 21 169 150 87 30

171 199 86 144 78 146 112 152 29 47

77 189 116 184 59 130 168 109 76 50

80 71 180 179 47 95 41 57 159 35

66 39 44 27 41 187 125 49 163 48

112 184 194 24 77 20 35 58 181 56

60 58 87 179 119 120 58 193 109 191

74 111 157 131 54 47 4 47 164 70

sampled. The occurrence distribution of problems is that 90%
of the problems are sampled from unimodal and linear prob-
lems, which are functions 1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 12 of BBOB [49],
while the rest of the problems (10%) are randomly selected
from other problems.

From Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 “fxx”
represents the function numbers of BBOB and the number
following is the instance number. For example, “f15-80” is
BBOB suite problem f15 instance 80 in 20D.

Tables 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22 record values of nGaussian,
which is the number of Gaussians used in the landscape in
experiment 4.3. In the third experiment, the problems in the
problem sets are randomly generated from the MSG land-
scape generator.
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